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Most barristers, through fortunate want of experience, know little about the professional conduct procedures of the BarAssociation 
or how to respond to a complaint. Jeremy Gor,nlv seeks to give some guidance to those matters. 

The changes brought about by the Legal Profession Act 
1987 have led to amuch greater likelihood that any barrister can 
be the subjectofaprofessional conduct complaint. Furthermore, 
the procedures under the Act have meant that barristers are far 
more likely to find themselves facing full, formal hearings to 
defend complaints than occurred prior to the Act. 

The dictates of the Act are such that all complaints must 
be investigated and dealt with. This article concerns:-

(a) the procedure used to deal with complaints; 
(b) the best methods for responding to a complaint if one 

is received. 

PROCEDURE 
Under the Legal Profession Act, the Bar Council is the 

body to whom any person may direct a complaint about a 
barrister. The Act requires the Council to assist complainants 
to formulate their complaints and then to investigate them, The 
Council can and does act of its own accord if some possible 
breach comesto its attention other than as a complaint. 

In practice, complaints are usually received by letter 
directed to the President, the Registrar, the Professional Affairs 
Director of the Association (Miss Helen Barrett) or some 
member of the Council known to the complainant. When 
persons make oral complaints - usually by phone - they are 
asked to reduce the complaint to writing. Complaints are made 
in rough order of frequency by clients, solicitors (from either 
side), opposing clients, Judges, other banisters and others, 

Complaints received from any source by the Council are 
distributed by the Professional Affairs Director to one of the 
four Professional Conduct Committees of the Bar Council. 
Those Committees consist of one Queen's Counsel who is a 
member of the Council and one other Queen's Counsel who 
may or may not be a member. In addition, there are four or five 
other banisters, some of whom may not be members of the 
Council. There is also one lay member who ranks equally in the 
decision making process with other members of the Committee. 

The Committees usually meet fortnightly. They 
investigate complaints, generally by obtaining written versions 
from the complainant, the barrister and any possible witnesses, 
being usually instructing oropposing solicitors or other Counsel. 

)When all of the material constituting the investigation has 
been gathered, gaps in the material may be dealt with by way of 
requests for further particulars from the barrister or any other 
person. 

After the investigation process, one member of the
Committee will prepare a report and, after discussion and
alteration to the report reflecting the view of the Committee, the
report is referred to the Bar Council. The report, almost
invariably, includes a recommendation to the Bar Council as to 
what should be done with the matter. Conduct matters are 
treated with priority by the Council and, if reports arrive from 
Committees after the distribution of the Council's agenda
papers, they will be distributed as urgent additional items so 
that they are dealt with at the next meeting of the Bar Council. 

Conductcomplaints are usually the subject ofconsiderable

analysis by the Council and if there is not a clear view, then 
there is extensive debate. Periodically, where a Committee is 
divided in its view, a minority report will be presented.by a 
dissentient member or members of a Committee which usually 
has the effect of provoking further debate. Most matters, 
however, involve a reasonably clear course of action. 

Having considered the matter, the Council has, under the 
Act, a number of options: 

(a) To dismiss the complaint. 
(b) To find that it is satisfied that there is a valid corn 

plaint but that a reprimand is the only penalty re 
quired. 

(c) To find that there is a valid complaint and refer the 
matter for a hearing to one of two bodies, described 
below, which are set up by the Act. 

If the Council decides that a reprimand only is appropriate, 
then the Act requires that the person to be reprimanded give 
consent to the reprimand. Curious as the provision seems, it is 
present in the Act to provide to a barrister the opportunity to 
contest the finding of a breach. Consent to a reprimand is, in 
effect, an acceptance of the Council's finding of a breach of 
conduct. The practice has been for the reprimand to occur 
orally in chambers delivered personally by the President. 

Where a matter is too serious to be dealt with by way of 
reprimand, then the matter must be referred to a Board or a 
Tribunal. The definitions of "unsatisfactory professional 
conduct" (a lesser breach) and "professional misconduct" (a 
serious breach) are set out in s. 123 of the Act. The definitions, 
which are not particularly satisfactory, are as follows: 

"Unsatisfactory professional conduct" includes: 
Conduct (whether consisting of an act or omission) 
occurring in connection with the practice of law that falls 
short of the standard of competence and diligence that a 
member of the public is entitled to expect of a reasonably 
competent legal practitioner. 

"Professional misconduct" includes: 
(a) unsatisfactory professional conduct, where the con 

duct is such that it involves a substantial or consistent 
failure to reach reasonable standards of competence 
and diligence; 

(h) conduct (whether consisting of an actor omission) 
occurring otherwise than in connection with the 
practice of law which, if established, would justify a 
finding that a legal practitioner is not of good fame 
and character or is not a fit and proper person to 
remain on the roll of barristers or the roll of solicitors; 
or 

(c) conduct that is declared to be professional misconduct 
by any provision of this Act. 

In practical terms, the decision of the Council in 
determining into which category a particular breach might fall, 
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determines the future path of the matter. If the Council is 
satisfied that a breach involves the lesser, "unsatisfactory 
professional conduct", then the matter proceeds to a hearing, in 
camera, before a Legal Profession Standards Board ("the 
Board") on which sit two banisters and one lay member. 

If the Council is satisfied that the particular breach 
involves a question of "professional misconduct", then the 
matter proceeds to a public hearing before a Legal Profession 
Disciplinary Tribunal ("the Tribunal"). The Tribunal is 
constituted in the same way as the Board but its powers of 
penalty are far greater. 

Due to a defect in the Act, where there are a number of 
points of complaints against one banister (as is frequently the 
case), then, where complaints fall into one category and some 
into the other, there must be hearings in both bodies. It is not 
possible to refer both types of conduct to the one body. The 
Council is currently attempting to secure an amendment to the 
Act to resolve that defect because of the substantial costs 
burden to the banister involved. 

If the Board, when hearing an allegation of unsatisfactory 
professional conduct, decides during the course of the matter 
that the breach is one which, in fact, involves professional 
misconduct, then it is obliged to terminate its hearing and refer 
the matter to the Tribunal. 

At present, there are few matters before the Tribunal and 
a transfer from the Board to the Tribunal, at least so far as 
banisters are concerned, has not yet occurred. 

APPEALS 
A decision of the Board (which hears the less serious 

breaches) may be reviewed by (lie Tribunal. A decision of the 
Tribunal may be the subject of an appeal to the S upreme Court. 
A separate body called the Legal Profession Conduct Review 
Panel ("the Panel") hears applications by complainants for 
review of a decision by the Bar Council to dismiss a complaint. 
The Panel consists of only one barrister member and two lay 
persons. 

PENALTIES 
The Board has the power to reprimand the banister, order 

that lie undertake further legal education or impose a fine not 
exceeding l2,000.0() or a combination of any of the three 
options. 

The Tribunal may, by way of penalty: 
(a) cancel the barrister's practising certificate; 
(b) order that a practising certificate not he re-issued 

after expiration; 
(C) order that the barrister's name he removed from the 

roll; 
(d) fine the practitioner $25,000.000; or 
(e) any combination of the options. 

RESPONDING TO A CONDUCT COMPLAINT 
The real purpose of this article arises from the experience 

of many persons sitting on Professional Conduct Committees 
and reading numerous first responses by banisters ba complaint. 

It has been observed by one senior member of the Council

that responses to complaints fall into two general categories. 
The first is to write a short, uninformative, dismissive letter of 
denial as though the matter ought not tobe taken seriously. The 
second is completely different. It involves responses of 10 or 
15 or more pages detailing a blow by blow history of the whole 
case (often unwittingly failing to deal with the complaint) and 
reflecting the distress of the barrister at being the subject of any 
complaint, whetherjustiflecl or not. 

Because of the nature of the Act and the duties cast on the 
Council to investigate complaints, neither form of response is 
appropriate, The dismissive response usually results in 
protracted investigation as a Committee struggles to obtain a 
full factual picture and a full response from the banister that 
deals with the precise complaint. Flippant or ill-considered 
comments in a first response become part of the investigation 
file which may ultimately become evidence before a Board or 
a Tribunal. 

The long and detailed, distressed response also prolongs 
investigation, but in a differentway. All responses to complaints 
by the banister are sent to the complainantas aversion on which 
they may then comment. Private or confidential correspondence 
cannot, therefore, be received in the course of the investigation, 
or treated as confidential unless a real issue of legal professional 
privilege arises or there is some other good reason of law. Long 
and unduly detailed responses from the banister often provoke 
even longer cdrnment from [lie complainant. Everything slows 
down as the issues are unravelled. 

Responses to complaints often have to be written when 
the brief has long since been sent back. Recollections of 
precisely what occurred will fade, particularly if the case was 
small or insignificant. At present, (lie Act sets no time limit for 
a complaint (although (lie Council is pressing the Attorney-
General for a 6 month time limit) and complaints have been 
received sometimes years after the alleged breach of conduct. 

An initial reply written without reference to the brief will 
frequently contain unwitting inaccuracies which may emerge 
in any hearing before a Board or a Tribunal. A time limit for a 
reply is usually fixed but, if additional time is needed togethold 
of the brief, it will generally he granted. 

Some sensible guides for responding to a complaint are as 
follows: 
I.	 Isolate and address the complaints rather than give a full 

history of the whole case. 
2. Responses are best if they are succinct, but must deal with 

the factual circumstances of (lie complaint and provide a 
full answer. 

3. Few persons, including barristers, are capable of being 
fully objective about apersonal orprofessional complaint. 
It is best to approach another barrister, preferably someone 
senior, or your solicitor, with the complaint and your draft 
reply. Most people resist doing this, but no matter how 
embarrassing, it invariably produces a better response. 

4. Although (lie process required by the Act is prosecutorial 
in nature, conduct proceedings are not criminal 
proceedings. Failure to provide apromnpt, full and frank 
response is itself a breach of standards of professional 
conduct. 
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BELATED LITIGATION 
Quite frequently, something that becomes the subject of 

a professional conduct complaint is also the subject of either 
civil or criminal proceedings. When that occurs, the investigation 
processby the Council will cease until completion of the related 
litigation unless both parties otherwise agree. The Council has 
adopted that policy to ensure that the investigations and results 
of conduct proceedings are not misused by other litigants as a 
method of obtaining evidence in unfair circumstances. A 
barrister, for example, has a professional obligation to make 
admissions and provide a full and frank response to any 
complaint. The barrister in a criminal matter has a right to 
silence, and in a civil matter has no obligation to make 
admissions. 

CONCLUSION 
Since the new Act commenced in 1987, banisters are 

much more likely tobe the subject of complaints. The broadening 
of the scope for breaches of professional conduct by reason of 
the two levels of definition make banisters much more likely to 
be involved in full hearings defending allegations of breaches 
Of professional conduct. 

If you are the subject of a complaint, draft a full but 
succinct reply and discuss the complaint and your response 
with a senior colleague or your solicitor before replying to the 
complaint. U 

Blue and Red Barristers Bags
and Jabots

made to measure.
Reasonable rates. Quick service. 

Phone Maggie 
(02) 231 4366 (business) 
or (02) 438 5181 (home)

For Whom the Bell Tolls 

"And therefore never send to know for whom the bell 
tolls; it tolls for thee", (John Donne, "Devotions. XVII") 

Not having a naval heritage, I have never been sure of the 
reason for the bell hanging alongside the bar in the Common 
Room of the Bar Association. 

I have never been tempted to ring that bell because my 
Grandmother had in her backyard a bell used to summon the 
Local Volunteer Fire Brigade and painful are the memories of 
the resounding toll which I once achieved from ringing this. 

Recently "Jim", a young nineteen-year-old, had a more 
financially painful explanation of the power of the bell in the 
learned magistrate's court at Bankstown. 

Young "Jim" had given the bell at the bar of the Deepwa-
ter Motor Boat Club at Milperra a good belt. When told he had 
to shout for the bar he refused. An altercation occurred and he 
was unceremoniously removed from the Club by the police. 

Despite his removal, "Jim" returned and punched the 
provocateur who had demanded that he uphold the bestof naval 
tradition and the heritage of the club by shouting for all present. 

Mr Max Coon LCM did his best to redress this effrontery 
to the finest of naval tradition and fined poor young "Jim" 
$750.00 plus $45.00 court costs. With this precedent in mind 
it will probably be cheaper in future to shout in the Common 
Room. U

FOR SALE
Rural Investment Property.

49.2 ha (122 acres) Lillian Rock, 
South Tweed River, Far North Coast, NSW

House with electricity connected. 
Tenant returning $3,000 pa. Subdivision available 

Scenic views and lush forest 
Price: $149,000 neg. 

Contact: Damien Laxton
BH (02) 569 5935 AH (02) 736 2008 

BLASH171 
ESTABLISHED	 1858 

Makers of a full range of legal and academic regalia

The Wig 
Made from genuine French horsehair, sized to fit, 
with an adjusting ribbon to prevent embarrassing 
disclosures of scalp. Carrying cases for your wig are 
available, in several styles. 	 $975.00 

I

The Bib 
A variety of styles, with scope for the stem, the 
conventional or the flamboyant. Velcro tabs for 
fitting on the run.	 From $21.00

The Gown 
Traditional shape, made in Australian lightweight 
pure wool or a wool/polyester mix; survives being 
crumpled in cases or caught in doorways; creases fall 
out when hung overnight.	 From $150.00

The Jacket 
Long and short styles available, in stock sizes or made to 
your measures. Sty les for ladies and gentlemen. Strong 
pockets for pens, pencils, spectacles and thumbs, 

From $335.00 
We stock Ede & Ravenscroft wigs in all sizes. 
Made in traditional style, with embroidered initials 
$200.00 - or the practical pilot style case (holds more 
weighty matters) - $155.00 

Regalia for Judges and Queen's Counsel supplied by 
quotation. 

Your Blashki Supplier: 

HARVEY C. SMITH PTY. LTD. 
1st Floor, 271 Elizabeth Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. 
Telephone: (02) 264 8042, Fax: (02) 261 8819 
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